Strategic Planning Capability Management

- Missions
- Programs
- Research
- Decadal Survey
- Community Engagement
- Personnel
Strategic Planning

- Maximize Mission Cadence
- Assess and Focus Programs
  - Program Plans
  - STP
  - LWS
  - Explorers
  - Research
- Maximize Research
  - DRIVE
  - Space Weather
  - Science Centers
  - Review process
Strategic Planning

• Preparation for next Decadal Survey
  - “Roadmap” Mission Studies
  - Technology Investments
  - Focused Strategic Research

• Long Term Vision
  - Community Workshop

• Community Engagement
  - Implementation of Analysis Groups (formerly known as MOWGs)
  - Community Diversity - writ large: early career, gender, underrepresented groups, institutional, geographical
Strategic Planning

• Personnel – focus on excellence
  - HQ support – IPAs/Details
  - Center Capability Management
  - Diversity and Discipline Balance
    o Program Scientists
    o Program Executives
    o Support Personnel